
Science Knowledge  

▪ compare and group together different 
kinds of rocks  

▪ describe in simple terms how fossils 
are formed when things that have lived 
are trapped within rock 

▪ recognise that soils are made from 
rocks and organic matter 

 

  

Geography Knowledge and Skills 

• Understand geographical similarities 
and differences through the study of 
human and physical geography of a 
region of the United Kingdom, a region 
in a European country, and a region 
within North or South America  

 
• Describe and understand key aspects 

of physical geography, including: 
climate zones, biomes and vegetation 
belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes and 
earthquakes, and the water cycle 

 
• Use maps, atlases, globes and 

digital/computer mapping to locate 
countries and describe features studied 

 

• Use fieldwork to observe, measure, 
record and present the human and 
physical features in the local area  

 

 

 

English Vocabulary 

roam   imprison   beneficial    intergalactic 

determined    responsible   currently 

locations 

discussion, debate, issues, arguments 

for/against,   generalisers,  modal verbs, 

connectives, signposts: 

The first reason, also, furthermore, 

moreover, however, on the other hand, 

many people believe that, it may be 

thought that, in conclusion, all points 

considered, looking at this from both sides  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Maths Vocabulary 

Fractions  

multiply    proper fraction    improper fraction     

mixed number      whole(s)   equal parts     

divide     fraction of an amount      operator     

numerator denominator    convert 

 

Decimals and percentages 

decimal   decimal place   tenths   

hundredths   thousandths   decimal point  

place value    digits   fractions     per cent 

(%)  percentages 

 

 

 

Fast Spellings 

Adding suffixes: 
referring          referred      referral 
preferring        preferred 
transferring     transferred 
reference        referee 
preference      transference 
 
Hyphenated words: 
co-ordinate, re-enter, co-operate, co-own 
 
Double consonants: 
apparent   appreciate   attached    
communicate    community   committee 
immediately    recommend    programme 
 

              Homework 
 

It is expected that all children will read at 

least 5 times per week and that their 

reading book and signed reading record will 

be in school every day. 

My Maths homework will be set on a Friday 

along with an English task on the Google 

Classroom. Paper copies are available for 

those that do not have internet access. 

 

 

 



History Knowledge  

• Study an aspect or theme in British 
history that extends the pupils’ 
chronological knowledge beyond 1066 - 
personal history of movement, migration, 
settlement, immigration, emigration 

 

PE Skills  

PE is on a Monday and Tuesday 

Use techniques to run at speed and 

recognise techniques for running for longer 

distances; throw with accuracy and power 

and jump a distance from a standing 

position.  

 

     PSHE Knowledge 
• Understand that everyone is unique and 

special. 

• Describe how girls’ and boys’ bodies 

change during puberty. 

• Understand that sexual intercourse can 

lead to conception. 

Music and Art 

• Use sketch books to record their 

observations and use them to review and 

revisit ideas 

• Improve mastery techniques through 

sketching and painting.  
• Explore the culture of a North American 

people through music and art 

ICT Knowledge  

• Create a chart from a set of data in order 

to answer questions about it. 

• Refine a chart by selecting a particular 

filter. 

• Apply the knowledge of a database to 
ask and answer real-world questions. 

 

English Knowledge and Skills 

• Present a reasoned and balanced 

view of an issue. 

• Use a series of paragraphs in logical 

order. 

• Use arguments for and against the 

issue. 

• Use connectives and signposts to 

guide the reader through the 

argument. 

 

Maths Knowledge and Skills  

Fractions  

• Multiply fractions by whole numbers 

• Find fractions of amounts 

• Solve problems involving fraction 

Decimals and percentages 

• Read and write decimals up to three 

decimal places 

• Round, order and compare decimals 

• Write percentages as fractions and 

decimals 

Spanish Knowledge  

• Names of 2D shapes 

• Names of fruit and vegetables 

 

RE Knowledge  

• Define the beliefs of theists, agnostics 

and atheists  

• Explore reasons why people do or do 

not believe in God and explain them   

• Give insight into their own thoughts 

about why people do or don’t believe, 

and start to think about their own belief 

 

   

 

Year 5 
Term 6 

Who are we? 
Why do we live 

here? 
 


